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INTERMEDIATE NORMALIZING EXTENSIONS1

BY

A. G. HEINICKE AND J. C. R0BS0N

Abstract. Relationships between the prime ideals of a ring R and of a normalizing

extension S have been studied by several authors recently. In this work, most of

these known results are extended to give relationships between the prime ideals of R

and of T where T is a ring with R C T C S, and 5 is a normalizing extension of R:

such rings T are called intermediate normalizing extensions of R.

One result ("Cutting Down") asserts that for any prime ideal J of T, J n R is the

intersection of a finite set of prime ideals P¡ of R, uniquely defined by J, whose

corresponding factor rings R/P¡ are mutually isomorphic. The minimal members of

the family of P¡ 's are the primes of R minimal over J C\ R, and an " incomparability"

theorem is proved which shows that no two comparable primes of T can have their

intersections with R share a common minimal prime. Other results include versions

of the "lying over" and "going up" theorems, proofs that chain conditions such as

right Goldie or right Noetherian pass between T/J and each of the rings R/P,, and

a demonstration that the "additivity principle" holds.

1. Introduction. Suppose that R is a subring of S, sharing the same identity

element, and that S is finitely generated as an .R-module by elements ax,...,an with

a¡R — Ra¡. Then S is called a normalizing extension of R. The relationship between

the prime ideals of these two rings has been extensively studied, both by the authors

[5,6,7] and by Lorenz [11], Passman [13], Lanski [10] and others [2,3,14,17]. This

relationship is very similar to that of Krull, and of Cohen and Seidenberg, for

integral extensions of a commutative ring. Indeed, it is known [11, 1.3] that, in a

sense, S is integral over R.

This suggests that a similar relationship could exist between the prime ideals of R

and those of any ring T with RETES, such a ring T being termed an intermediate

normalizing extension of R. In fact there are already results about this relationship

when the a, centralize R [15,16] and in some other special cases [9].

In this paper a description, almost as complete as that for normalizing extensions,

is given of the relationship between the prime ideals of R and any intermediate

normalizing extension T. It is shown that, associated with any prime ideal J of T,

there is a set {Px,... ,Pk) of at most n (the number of generators of S) prime ideals

of jR, uniquely defined by J; these are said to be connected to /. Moreover, as the

"cutting down" theorem asserts, r\P¡ = J n R, and the prime rings R/P¡ are all

isomorphic. It follows, of course, that / D R is semiprime and has finitely many

minimal primes.
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An "incomparability" theorem is also proved. This says that no two comparable

primes of Tcan have the same intersection with R; in fact, their intersections cannot

share a common minimal prime. This is obtained as a corollary to the "essentiality"

theorem which proves that any nonzero ideal of T/J is actually essential as an

73-subbimodule of T/J. There are appropriate versions of "lying over" and "going

up" theorems, the latter being new even when S is a centralizing (liberal) extension

of R. Also it is shown that chain conditions such as right Goldie or right Noetherian

pass between T/J and each of the rings R/P¡, and that the "additivity principle"

holds.

In obtaining these results, the paper depends upon the ideas and results of the

authors' earlier papers [5,7] concerning the relationship between R and S, especially

when S is prime. In that case [7] found and used a particular collection of

idempotent elements {fx,.-.,fm} in the Martindale quotient ring of S. These are

used in similar fashion here to give, for each i, another ring Ti which is linked with T

through a Morita context and with TtD fR ~ R/P¡. The general strategy is to

reduce questions concerning T to similar questions concerning Tt. There is a snag in

dealing with the questions for T¡, since Ti is not quite an intermediate normalizing

extension of fR. Nevertheless, it is near enough for the techniques of [8] to be

usable; and the results about T¡ make up an appendix to this paper.

The description of T¡ comes in §2 together with an analysis of the nature of T/J as

a (T, R)-bimodule. This culminates in the "cutting down" theorem. Similarly, §3

obtains "essentiality" and "incomparability" by conducting an analysis of T/J as an

(R, R)-bimodule. "Lying over" and "going up" come in §4, together with some

similar results for prime ideals of T and S. Easy examples show that, if / is a prime

ideal of S, I H T need not be semiprime. But, as §5 shows, T/I O T has at most n

minimal primes, and its prime radical is nilpotent of index at most n. This gives

connections between the prime radicals of R, T and S. Similar results for primitive

ideals and the Jacobson radical also come in §§4 and 5. Finally, chain conditions are

discussed in §6.

It is surely clear from above that the papers [5,7] are prerequisites for this paper.

The relevant constructions and theorems will be described and quoted as ap-

propriate.

2. Standard settings and cutting down. Suppose that S is a normalizing extension

of R, that ris an intermediate normalizing extension with R C T C S, and that J is

a prime ideal of T. In studying J and T/J, one can usually reduce problems to the

case in which

(i) S is a prime ring, and

(ii) B Cl T <£ J whenever 0 ¥= B < 5;

this case being described as a standard setting for J. In this section the reduction is

described, and then the structure of T/J as a (T, Ä)-bimodule is deduced from the

facts [7] concerning SSR. This leads to the Cutting Down Theorem.

Lemma 2.1. Let RETES with S a prime normalizing extension of R, and let J be

a prime ideal of T. This is a standard setting if and only if J is not essential in RTR (i.e.,

j e &(rtr)).
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Proof. Corollary 2.25 of [7] shows that if RW'R ERWR ERSR then W E &(RIVR) if

and only if W n B C W for some 0 ¥= B < S. Take W = T and W = J.    D

Proposition 2.2. Let RETES with S a normalizing extension of R, and let J be

a prime ideal of T. There is an ideal I of S with I O T E J such that, with

identifications of subrings,

R/i n r ^ T/i n r=-+ s/i

gives a standard setting for J/I Cl T.

Proof. By Zorn's lemma, there is an ideal I of S maximal with respect to

/ n T E J. The inclusions above give T/I n T as an intermediate extension of

R/I n R, and give a standard setting for J/I fl T, the verifications being routine.

D

Notation 2.3. For the study of R/J n R and T/J, 2.2 makes clear that one may

assume that the setting is standard for J (and then / is zero and S is prime).

Notation is fixed as such until specified otherwise (in the final few results).

Use will be made of results from [7] concerning the structure of S, and a brief

survey of the relevant information follows.

First, S embeds in Q = Q(S), the Martindale right quotient ring of S. In Q there

is a family fx,...,fm of orthogonal idempotents which sum to 1 and which centralize

R. The set {Pf\l < /' < m], with P¡ = annÄ(/) is a set of m (different) prime ideals

of R: these are the primes of R connected to the zero ideal of S. Although proper

inclusions may occur among the ideals /?,, R/P¡ = R/P¡ for all i and/.

Since 0 = fl^Pj, R is semiprime and embeds into the subring R* of Q, where

R* = 2fmfR, a direct product of the prime rings//? (s R/P¡). Also Q decomposes

as 2,®* xfiQfj, this being a direct sum of (R, R) and of (R*, /v*)-bimodules. For any

W <" rQr, set WtJ = WH fWfj = WC\ /¡Qfj. Then 2£= XW¡} is denoted by W°, this
being termed the interior of W. From [7, 4.5 and 4.6], W° is the largest Ä*-subbi-

module of Q contained in W, and RWR is essential in RWR.

Corollary 2.25 of [7] (cited in the proof of 2.1) can be apphed to T° C T, showing

that there is a nonzero ideal I0 of 5 such that I0 n TE T°. This notation will now be

fixed. Since the setting is standard for /, then I0D T </. J.

For each idempotent /, the subsets T¡ = Tu+fR = (T n fQf,) + fR and S, =

S¡¡ + fR are subrings of Q. There is a chain

/Äc^cs,c/s/c/ß/;

and fSf is a normalizing /.R-bimodule, generated by the fakf where a,,... ,a„ are

Ä-normalizing generators of S. Furthermore, each 5, is a prime ring with Q(S¡) ~ fiQji

[7, 2.18]. This chain, with Ti omitted, is studied in [7, Appendix A], and then a

Morita context is used to relate S with S¡.

Before doing likewise for T and T¡, it is convenient to recall certain facts regarding

Morita contexts whose proofs may be discovered in [1]. As noted in [7], given a

Morita context [^ r] there is one-to-one correspondence between

<3>(A) = {/< A|/primeand VW <£ 1}
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and

<$(T) = {/'<r|/' prime and WV t /'}

given by I\-+0(I)= {y EY\VyWEl).

Proposition 2.4 [12, Lemma 4]. Let I E 9(A). Then A/I is right nonsingular if

and only if Y/0(1) is right nonsingular.

Next, suppose that XA is a prime module, which means that if xl = 0 for

O^xGi and / < A then XI = 0 (or, equivalently, that ann A^ = ass XA ). It fol-

lows that ann A' is a prime ideal, J say.

Lemma 2.5. Suppose that X and J are as above and O^jéI Let U — {v E V\

xvW — 0}, a submodule of Vv.

(i) IfJ & <3>( A) then V/U=0;
(ii) /// E 9(A) then (V/U)r is aprime module with annihilator 6(J). Moreover, if

XA is uniform, or simple, then so too is (V/U)T.    □

Consider now the Morita context relating T and T¡ given by

T       TT°f

fT°T       Ti     '

We write 0, rather than 6, and %(T) rather than <$(T) when precision is required.

The next result provides criteria, in a standard setting for /, forJ to belong to 9¡(T).

Proposition 2.6. Let T/K be a cyclic right T-module with ann(T/K)T = J. The

following are equivalent.

(i)r°/r° EJ(i.e.,J$%(T)).

(ii) Tú9 E J for some q.

(in) Tt,EJ.

(iv)fT°EJ.

(v) T°f E J.
(vi)(/0nr)/(/0nr)c/.

(vii) T°f C K.

Proof. Note that

(/„ n T)f C T°ft = 2 Tjkf = 2 T„ C T
J,k j

and similarly, /.(/„ n T) C/T° C T. Then the following implications are all clear:

(vi) <= (i) <= {(iv) or (v)} =» (hi) =» (h). Further implications will be considered one by

one. Set D = (I0 n T)f(I0 n T) < T.

(ii) => (vi). One gets Dq+X C (70 D r)(/r°/)«(/0 n T) C TTitqT C / and so

DEJ.

(vi) =» {(iv) and (v)}. Since (I0 n T)f E Tand (/„ n T) Çt J, then (I0 n T)/ C J

and so (I0 n T)fT° EJ. Therefore/T° C /. Similarly r°/ C J.

(v) => (vii) is clear since J E K.

(vii) - (vi). One has D C T°fT° E K, and so D C ann J/tf = /.    D
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Corollary 2.7. /// E 9,(T), then Tu it 6¡(J).

Proof. Tf] E TFfpuf¡hT and Tf] £ J. Therefore Tu £ 0¡(J).    D

Lemma 2.8. /// E %{T) and 0 =*= F < S, then F Cx T¡ <¿ 6¡(J).

Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that F D T¡ C 0¡(J). Now if I = {s E S\

flS°SsSS°fi C /'} then I is an ideal of S and SUFSU E I, as is easily verified. Since

T° C 5° it follows that

(fT°T)(i n T)(TT°f )c/'nrc 0¡(J)

and so 7 n T E J. Since the setting is standard for J, I = 0 and so SHI'SH = 0. But

S, is prime and S¡¡ is a nonzero ideal of S¡ [7, 2.22]. This provides a contradiction.

D

The next few results concern T/J, viewed as a (T, R)-bimodule.

Proposition 2.9. Let X = T/K be a cyclic prime right T-module, with ann X — J.

Set Xj = (7T°/ + K)/K C T/K. In the Morita context of 2.6

(i) /// E %T) then A",. = 0; and

(ii) if J E 9¡(T) then X¡ has a natural right T¡-module structure and, as such, is

prime with annihilator 0¡(J). Furthermore, if XT is uniform, or simple, then so too is

Proof. Note that X, ¡a TT°fi/(TT°f n K). Thus the result will follow directly

from 2.5, applied to this Morita context, provided that, in the notation of 2.5, it is

shown that U = V n K, where V = TT°f and x = [I + K]. In this case U = {v E

rr°/|ü/To ek}.

(i) Here T°f C /, by 2.6, and so U = V = TT°f C K.

(ii) Again let D = (70 n 7,)/(/0 ("I T), and suppose t> E U.

Then üZ) = vfD = vf(I0 n r)/(/0 n T) ç t)/T0r C K. But Z) ̂  7, by 2.6, and X

is prime; so v E K and thus U E V D K. On the other hand, (# n TT0fi)fiT° E

KT= K andsoVn K EU.    D

The next result involves the prime ideals P¡ = annÄ /. As in 2.9,

X¡ = (TT°f + K)/K.

Proposition 2.10. £ac/i A^ ii an R-submodule of (T/K)R with XiPi = 0, ana" r/iere

is a chain of right R-module inclusions

m

o * (/„ n r) + yxr/yx: c 2®*, c t/ä:.
i=i

Proof. Since the setting is standard for J, and 0 # 70 < 5, then 70 n T £ J =

ann T/AT. Therefore 70 n r ¿ ä: and so 0 ¥= (I0 n T) + K/K. It is easily checked

that Aj is a right Ä-submodule of T/Ä^ and, moreover, that the right .R-module

structure inherited from T/K coincides with that induced by the homomorphism

R -** fR •* T¡ and the 7^-module structure of X¡. Therefore XjPi = 0. It remains to

show that the sum 1X¡ is direct. Suppose 0 = S,1*, with x, = tt + K and r, E TT°f.

Setting y = Sí,, then y E K; so K D yTü = t,TH and hence x,Ta = 0. If / E 9,(T)
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then xjti = 0 in the prime 7] module A,, yet, by 2.7, 7j, °t 6¡(J) = ann X¡, and thus

jc, = 0. On the other hand, if / E %(T) then A", = 0 and again x¡ = 0, as required.

D

Before completing the description of A,, we recall from [7, 2.2] that/5/ is a prime

right (and left) Ä-module with annihilator P¡ (i.e., in the terminology used there, fSf

is right (and left) torsion-free over fR).

Proposition 2.11. Suppose J E %(T). Then

(i)0,(./)n//v = O;

(ii) A, is a prime right R-module with annihilator P¡.

Proof. Note first that 7j EfSf which is a torsion-free normalizing/A-bimodule.

Therefore, if 0 ¥= D <¡f¡R then [6, 4.2] D7¡ is an essential/Ä-subbimodule of 7) and

there exists 0 ¥= D' <3fR with 0 =¿ t¡D' C DT¡.

(i) If 8¡(J) nfR¥=0 then taking this to be D, it follows from the above that

DT¡ n Tu is essential in TH considered as an R-bimodule. By [7, 2.25], there exists

0 ^ F < S with /' n T„ C £»7; n Tti C DT„ and then 0 ¥> Fu < 5, [7, 2.14] and

(/,', n Ti)Tii El' n Tix C DT¡ C 6¡(J). This is impossible, by 2.7 and 2.8, proving

$,(j)nflR = o.
(ii) Suppose that 0 =£ D<¡fR and x E X, with xD = 0. With D' as above,

xTiD'Ti E xDT¡ = 0. Since A, is a prime right /¡-module, x = 0. This shows that A-,,

considered as an f R-module, is torsion-free, which is readily seen as equivalent to

(ii).    D
It is convenient to extract some information for the case where the setting is not

standard.

Theorem 2.12. Let T be any intermediate normalizing extension of R, T/K a cyclic

prime right T-module, andJ = ann(T/K).

(a) There exists a finite set Yx,...,Yk of right R-submodules of T and an ideal J0 of T

such that

(i) Y¡ => Kfor each i,

(ii) 0 £j0 + K/K C lfk(Y¡/K) C T/K, and

(hi) each Y¡/K is a prime right R-module.

(b) If K = J, then each Y¡ is a (T, R)-subbimodule of T and 2e Y¡/J is an essential

subbimodule of T(T/J)R.

Proof, (a) If the setting were standard for J, the nonzero X¡ C T/K of 2.9-2.11

have inverse images in T which can be chosen for the Yf, and J0 — Ion T is as

required. If the setting is not standard, it can be made so, using 2.2; and then

appropriate modules may be chosen in the factor rings, with inverse images in T

being as required.

(b) The first statement is clear from the construction of Yf, and the second is

trivial because 0 ¥= J0 + J/J < T/J and so J0 + J/J is essential in T(T/J)R.    D

This now gives the first of the connections between primes of R and T.

Theorem 2.13 (Cutting down). Let T be an intermediate normalizing extension of

R and J a prime ideal of T. Then J n R is a finite intersection of prime ideals with

mutually isomorphic factor rings.
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Proof. With the notation of 2.12(a), in the case when K — J, it is clear that

rt. ann.r( J0 + J/J) = rt. ann.T(T/J) = J and so

J n R = rt.ann. J2®(V-0   = H rt.ann.R(Y,/J).

But rt. ann.R(Y¡/J) is a prime ideal, also by 2.12(a). The isomorphism of factor rings

follows from the corresponding result [5, 2.12] for the prime ideal I of S (I being

chosen as in 2.2), since each rt. ann. R(Yt/J) is one of the prime ideals obtained from

I (i.e., a prime ideal in connR I).    D

Remark. Since 2® Y¡/J is essential in T(T/J)R, by (2.12), it is easy to show that

if TVR is any subbimodule of T/J with VR a prime module, then rt. ann.Ä(F) is

one of the ideals rt.ann. R(Yyj). This observation shows that the set of primes

rt. ann.R(Y/J) constructed in 2.12 is independent of which normalizing extension S

contains T, and of the choices of I, the idempotents /, etc. Indeed, this set is also

independent of the choice to consider (T/J)R rather than R(T/J): after reducing to

a standard setting for J the set of primes obtained, on the left or right, is simply

{Pt\Tu £ 7} = {P,\J E %(T)}. This proves

Proposition 2.14. (i) The prime ideals of R obtained from J in 2.13 are independent

of the choices made in their construction.

(ii) /// is chosen as in 2.2, these primes are a subset of connR(I).

Definition 2.15. The primes described above are said to be connected to J (and

vice-versa); and the set of primes will be denoted by connR(J). The minimal

members of this set then comprise hnkÄ(/); they are the minimal primes of the

semiprime ideal J (1 R and are said to be linked to J. This description means that

linkÄ(7) is independent of choices too.

3. Incomparability and essentiality. This section studies the (R, R)-bimodule

structure of T/J, and uses this to obtain the Essentiality Theorem and its conse-

quence, the Incomparability Theorem.

Again it will be supposed, until specified otherwise, that RETES provides a

standard setting for the prime ideal J of T. Relabelling the idempotents / if

necessary, we may assume that connÄ J consists of {Px,...,Pk} with k < m. Thus

7 E 9¡(T) if and only if 1 < /' < k. To simplify notation, we write J¡ rather than

0,(7); so 7¡ is a proper prime ideal of T¡ if 1 < i < k, and 7, = 7¡ if /c < i < m. The

first result is similar to 2.10, and uses the decomposition T° = 2®™ ,7jy.

Lemma 3.1. The sum 2fy=,(7¡J + J/J) is a direct sum of (R, R)-subbimodules of

T/J, and

k

0 t¿ (/„ D T + J)/J E   2® (7,7 + J/J) = (T° + J)/J C T/J.
<J=i

Proof. Clearly 70n7' + 7C7'o+/ = 2™=17;7 + J. From 2.6 it follows that if

/ > k then Tn + T, C J for all/'; so T° + J = 2ti-\Tu + J. The remainder of the

proof is similar to that of 2.10, and so is omitted.    D
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Consider now the prime rings T/J and (T° + J)/J. Since they both contain

(70 n T + J)/J as an ideal, these rings have the same Martindale right quotient

ring.

Proposition 3.2. Each f is associated with an idempotent f of Q(T/J) such that

(i) J,¥> 0 if and only if 1 *£ / < k;
(ii) {/11 *£ / < k) is a family of orthogonal idempotents summing to 1 in Q(T/J);

(in) for 1 < i < k, f, centralizes R and annR(f) — P¡.

Proof. For each i, the restriction to (70 n T + J)/J of the map (T° + J)/J -»

(T° + J)/J defined by t + Jx^ft + J gives rise to / in Q(T/J). Clearly ff]'. = 0

(when i ¥=j) or / (when ;' =/), and /, + f2 + ■ • ■ +fm is the identity in Q(T/J).

Now / = 0 if and only if /.(/„ n T n A) C 7 for some A < T with J EA. It now

follows easily from 2.6 that/ = 0 <=»/■(/„ n T)A C 7 « 7 g ^(T) (i.e., when/' > Â:).

Thus (i) and (ii) are established.

(iii) Since Q(T/J) is a ring, it can be regarded as a bimodule over T/J, hence over

R/J n i?, and thus as an (R, Ä)-bimodule. Since each/ centralizes R, so does /.

When / ¥= 0, Tu + J/J is right (and left) torsion-free over fR, by 2.11 (and its

left-right dual), and this easily implies annÄ(/) = P¡.    □

For the rest of this section, unless otherwise specified, i is in {l,...,k}, so

7 E %(T). Next we relate fQ(T/J)f to T¡/J¡. Recall that T¡, J and Ji are all subsets

of Q(S).

Proposition 3.3. (i) Tu + J/J ss Tu + J¡/Jj as rings and as (R, R)-bimodules; (ii)

this isomorphism extends to an isomorphism f¡Q(T/J)f¡ » Q(T¡/J¡).

Proof, (i) Recalling that Ji■= {x E T,\ T°fxfT° C 7}, it is evident that Tu n 7 C

Tu n /,. Furthermore, since Tit CxJj is a subset of T with (70 n T)(Th nj¡)(I0n T)

C T^fjJJiT0 C J, it follows that Tu (1 J = 7], n j], and now (i) follows easily.

(ii) It is sufficient to show how fQ(T/J)f can be identified as the Martindale

quotient ring of Tu + J/J. For q E Q(T/J), there exists_ 0^ A/J < T/J with

fqfi(A/J) EfT° + J/J, so multiphcation on the left by fqf, when restricted to

(/(70 n T)A(I0 n T)f + J)/J induces an element q of g(7;.(. + J/J). If q = 0

then /ö/* = 0 for some ideal A/7 ¥= 0 in 7], + 7/7, and then

7t«7,[(l0 n r)^(/0 n r)A-(70 n rj +///] = o,

so /a/ = 0 in ß(7/7). Thus ~fiQ(T/J)fi embeds in g(Tw + 7/7), and this embed-

ding is a ring homomorphism.

To see this is an isomorphism, let q E Q(TU + J/J), with q(X/J) C Tu + J/J

where / C X< T„ + J. Set Y = (70 n 7X7;, + /)A" (so that /T C X) and Z =

Y(TÜ + J)(I0 n T). Then Z < 7, Z t J. We shall define a map <?: Z/7 - T/J.

Any z in Z may be written as a finite sum IjyjtjXj with ^ E T, tj E Tu + J

and Xj E I0n T: then the image under q of z + J is defined to be the coset f =

2ya( fi y j + J)tjXj. To see that this is well defined, note that if z E J then

fz(l0 HT)ET   and    (/„ n T)fz(IQ HT)EJ,
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whence/z(70 D T) C 7. Then, for every v E (70 n T)(T{j + J), each tjXjV E T¡, + J

and so

*> = 2í(/i^ + -Of/*/0 = ?(/>+ 7) = ̂ y)= °-
7

Therefore, as an element of T/J, z annihilates (70 Pi T)(TU + J) and thus z = 0.

Hence q is a well-defined function from Z// -» T/J: trivially it is a right r-module

homomorphism, and it is easily verified that fqf corresponds to q in the embedding

of fQ(T/J)f into Q(Th+ J/J).    D
Remark 3.4. Under the isomorphism fQ(T/J)f = QfTJJ/), the subring fR +

(7), + 7/7) is isomorphic to 7)//,, since Tn + J/J = T¡¡ + J/Jj, and we have simply

adjoined the Ä-submodule generated by the identity element in each ring.

Proposition 3.5. If J E W<3R(T° + J)R with W/J essential in R(T° + J/J)R,

then

(i) W is essential in RTR and

(ii) there exists 0 =t B < S with B n T C W.

Proof. It is standard that W must be essential in T° + J; and T° essential in T,

so (i) is proved. Now [7, 2.25] gives (ii).    D

Proposition 3.6. Q(T/J)f is right torsion-free, and fQ(T/J) is left torsion-free, as

an R/Pj-module.

Proof. (Right) Suppose q = qf has qK = 0 with P,CÍ< R. Since

(/T°r + 7)/7

is left torsion-free over fR (by the left-right dual of 2.10), (KfT° + J)/J is essential

in(/7"° +J)/J, and so

/ k

(KfT+J/J) 2 fjT° + J/J
7=1 /

is essential in T° + J/J. By 3.5,

ii    \
+ J   for some 0 ¥= B < S.

k

BHTE KfT° + |   2 fjT
7=1
7^'

Then

q(B n T + J/J) = qf(B n T + J/J)

- [   k

C qf (KfT° + J/J) + qf\  2 f}T° + J/J
\7=l

and so q is zero in Q(T/J).

(Left) Suppose q = fq satisfies Kq = 0 with P, C /C < R. Since q = fq, qD C /T0

+ J/J for an appropriately chosen ideal D ¥• 0 of T° + J/J. Then KqD = 0, with

= 0,
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qD EfT° + J/J, implies qD = 0 since fT° + J/J is left torsion-free over fR.

Hence q — 0.    D

The next observation concerns the relationship between T¡ and fR. The proof,

which requires an analysis of subrings of Q(S¡), is deferred to Appendix B (see B.5

of the Appendix).

Lemma 3.7. 7, is maximal among ideals J' of T¡ with J' n fR = 0.

Corollary 3.8. Any nonzero ideal of (Tu + J/J) + fR meets fR nontrivially.

Proof. The proof is immediate from 3.7 and 3.4.    D

Proposition 3.9. With Q' denoting Q(T/J), suppose 0 ¥= q = fqfj E fQ'fj and

suppose 0 ^ A <J T/J. Then RqR n A ¥= 0.

Proof. Choose 0 ¥= B < T/J with qB E T/J. Then, with T¡¡ denoting (Tu + J)/J,

T^iBAnJjQ'Jj) EADQ'Jj nfiQ' = A kJQ'%.

Now, by 3.8, T¡¡ nfR = fH¥=0 for some H < R and TJjBATJj n JjR = /AT ¥= 0
for some K < R. Noting that JjK E BA Cx JjQ% and using 3.6, it follows that

0^HqK=HfqJjKE T'uq{BA OjjQ'Jj) C A njQ'Jj ,

as desired.    D

Next comes the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.10 (Essentiality). Let T be an arbitrary intermediate normalizing

extension of a ring R. Let J be a prime ideal of T and 0 =£ A <¡ T/J. Then A is

essential in RQ(T/J)R and in R(T/J)R.

Proof. Let Q' = 0(7/7); so Q' = ifjLJ&fj by 3.2. By 3.9, A n Jß'Jj is
essential in fQ'fj for all i, j, from which it is standard that A is essential in RQ'R and

hence in R(T/J)R.    D

Corollary 3.11. Let S provide a standard setting for J. Then, for W <¡ RTR with

W D J, the following are equivalent:

(i) W/J is essential in R(T/J)R.

(ii) W D 7, for some Jx <¡T,JX <£ J.

(hi) ICDfin Tfor some 0 ¥= B < S.

Proof, (iii) => (ii) is clear; (ii) =» (i) follows from 3.10, and (i) =» (hi) follows from

3.5.    D

Corollary 3.12 (Incomparability). Let T be an arbitrary intermediate normaliz-

ing extension of R, and let J, J' be ideals of T with J prime and J EJ'.  Then

J n R C J' n R; indeed J' n R is not contained in any prime ideal of R minimal over

J D R*

Proof. Jx/J is essential in R(T/J)R and so (7, D (R + J))/J is essential in

R + J/J. Let P be a minimal prime over J n R; so P/J n R is not essential in

R/J n R. Therefore / + P/J is not essential in R + J/J. Hence J + ( Jx n R) =

(R +J) n Jx ÇtJ + P, and so Jx n RÇt P.    D
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We conclude this section with an observation about connR(J). This set was seen

in §2 to consist of all ideals of the form rt. ann.R(K) where TVR is a subbimodule of

T/J which is prime when considered as a right 7\-module. In fact, connR(J) can be

identified solely in terms of (T/J)R. To see this, define as M, the set of associated

primes of an arbitrary module MA, to be the set of all annA N for which NA is a

(nonzero) prime submodule of M.

Proposition 3.13. connÄ(7) = ass(T/J)R = assR(T/J).

Proof. It may be assumed that S provides a standard setting for 7. If P¡ E

connR(7) then T¡¡ + J/J is a prime right i?-module with annihilator P¡, so P¡ E

ass(T/J)R. Conversely, let P E ass(T/J)R, and suppose P = annK(K) with VR a

prime submodule of T/J. As a submodule of Q(T/J)R, V C 2®*F/. If y E{l,...,k)

is minimal with respect to V D (2{Vf) =£ 0, then this intersection is a nonzero

submodule of VR which embeds into Q(T/J)fjR. Since V and Q(T/J)f are prime

right Ä-modules, it follows that P = P, and thus connR(y) = ass(T/J)R. The other

assertion has a similar proof.    D

4. Lying over and going up. In this section analogues of the Cohen-Seidenberg

"lying over" and "going up" theorems are established for prime ideals of R and T.

Then results related to maximum ideals and primitive ideals are obtained.

Theorem 4.1 (Lying over). Let T be an intermediate normalizing extension of R,

and let P be a prime ideal of R. Then

(i) T contains an ideal J maximal with respect to J C\ R C P;

(ii) any such ideal J is prime, and P is a minimal prime over J D R.

Proof, (i) is a routine application of Zorn's lemma, and 7 is easily seen to be

prime. To prove the rest of (ii) we may assume without loss of generality that / is in

a standard setting. If P is not a minimal prime of J n R then P/J n R is essential in

R(R/J n R)R, and if C is a complement of R + J/J in R(T/J)R, then (P + J/J) ©

C is essential in R(T/J)R. By 3.11, S contains an ideal B with B D T <£. J but

(B n T + J)/J C (P + J/J)® C. Then (R + J) n (B n T + J) C P + J and so

R D (B n T + J) = R n (R + J) n (B n T + J) C R n (P + J) = P, con-

tradicting the maximality of 7.    D

Corollary 4.2 (Going up). Let Px C P2 be prime ideals of R and Jx a prime ideal

of T with 7| n R C Px. Then there exists a prime ideal J2 of T with Jx C J2 and P2 a

minimal prime over J2 P\ R.    D

Even in the case where 5 is a finite centralizing (or liberal) extension of R, this

result is new, answering a question left open in [15].

It is useful to have some similar results for the primes of T and of S. If J is a

prime ideal of T and 7 is an ideal of 5 maximal with respect to 7 n T C 7 (as in 2.2)

let us say that J, I form a standard pair.

Theorem 4.3 (Lying over; T and S). Let R c T C S with S a normalizing

extension of R, and let J be a prime ideal of T. Then there is a standard pair J, I with I

a prime ideal of S; and J is a minimal prime over I !~) T.
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Proof. Only the last statement needs proof; and for it we may assume 7 = 0,

using 2.2. Suppose that J' is a prime ideal of T with J' C /. Pick any idempotent /

(as in §2) with J E %(T). Then evidently J' E %(T). Since 0,(7') C 6,(J) and

6,(J) nfR = 0, then 3.7 applied to 0,(7') gives 0,(7') = 6¡(J) and so/' = /. Thus/

is minimal.    D

Corollary 4.4 (Going up; T and S). Let 7, C J2 be prime ideals of T, and 7, a

prime ideal of S with /, Cl T C Jx. Then there exists a prime ideal I2 of S with 7, C I2

and J2 minimal over I2 D T.    □

Next, we investigate the relationship between prime ideals P and J where P is a

minimal prime over J D R, calling such a pair a linked pair.

Theorem 4.5. If T is an intermediate normalizingextension of R and P, J is a linked

pair, then P is a maximal ideal of R if and only if J is a maximal ideal of T.

Proof. If J is maximal then 4.2 shows that P is maximal. Conversely suppose P is

maximal. Using 2.2, we may suppose that the setting is standard for J. By 2.14(a). P

must be connected to the zero ideal of S and so, by [5, 5.11], S must be a simple ring.

Now 3.11 applies to show that J is a maximal ideal of T.    D

Before obtaining a corresponding result for primitive ideals, an extension of a

result of Formanek and Jategaonkar [4] (for normalizing extensions) is required.

Theorem 4.6. Let T be an intermediate normalizing extension of R and X a simple

right T-module. Then XR is semisimple of finite length.

Without loss of generality, we may suppose that R C T c 5 is a standard setting

for J = annr A\ and that X = T/K, with K a maximal right ideal. Application of

2.9-2.11 shows that T/K = 2®"'A, with each nonzero A", a simple right 2/module

with annihilator 0,(7) = /,. This, together with 2.8, shows that the chain//? C 7, C

S¡ EfSf C Q(Sj) is appropriate for the theory in Appendix B. Then B.12 shows

that A, is semisimple of finite length as a right f R-module. Hence (T/K)R is

semisimple of finite length.    D

Theorem 4.7. If T is an intermediate normalizing extension of R and P, J is a

linked pair, then P is right primitive if and only if J is right primitive.

Proof. Suppose J is right primitive, with J — ann XT and XT simple. By 4.4,

XR = 2® W, with each (Wi)R simple. Therefore J n R = flann^IL/ Therefore

P = annÄ W¡ for some /', and so P is right primitive.

Conversely, suppose P is right primitive. Choose 7 as in 2.2. By [5, 5.11], 7 is right

primitive, say I = anns Y with Y a simple right S-module. By 4.6 (applied to R and

S) YR is semisimple of finite length. Therefore YT has finite length. If Qx.Qk are

the annihilators of the composition factors, then \\Q¡ E annr Y = 7 D T C J. Thus,

for some i, Qt C 7. Since the setting is standard for 7, 4.3 shows that 7 = Q¡.    D

Let J denote the Jacobson radical, and P the prime radical.

Corollary 4.8. If T is an intermediate normalizing extension of R then J(R) =

J(T) n R and P(R) = P(T) n R.
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Proof. These follow from "cutting down" (2.13) and "lying over" (4.1). The

former also relies on 4.7.    D

Remark 4.9. Suppose that J, I form a standard pair of primes in T and S. It

follows, from the results above, that J is maximal if and only if 7 is maximal, and J

is right primitive if and only if 7 is right primitive. To see this, one simply chooses a

prime ideal P linked with J. Note that 7* is connected to 7 and so R/P =* R/P' for

the minimal primes 7" over IHR. Thus a double application of 4.5 or 4.7 (to P, J

and P', I) gives the claimed results.

A similar argument applies to the results of §6 (to come), but will not be explicitly

pointed out each time.

5. Nilpotency. Easy examples, involving triangular matrix subrings of the examples

described in [5 and 7] show that when R C T C S as usual, and 7 is a prime ideal of

S, then 7 n T need not be semiprime (as is IHR). This section provides some

information about the nature of the ring 7/7 D T. As the examples would suggest, it

has a prime radical which is nilpotent, with index at most the number n of

normalizing generators of S, and it has at most n minimal primes. As indicated at

the end of this section, there are some unanswered questions remaining.

First comes a result about prime normalizing extensions.

Proposition 5.1. Let S be a prime normalizing extension of R, with n normalizing

generators. Let X be both a nilpotent subring and an R-subbimodule of S. Then X" = 0.

Proof. Suppose that A" = 0. In Q(S), the idempotents / sum to 1; so Xj E

2%mxXJf for each;. Thus it suffices to show X"f = 0 for each i.

Fixing i, and setting A'0 = S, consider the chain Sf = X°f D Xf D X2f D ■ ■ ■ Z>

X'f = 0 of subbimodules of the normalizing (R, fR )-bimodule Sf. Let k be the

least integer for which Xkf/Xk+Xf is not faithful over fR. Then if p is the rank pfR

defined in [6, 3.1], k < p(Sf) < n by [6, 3.3 and 3.5]. Also, if j > k, then XJfDj E

XJ + xf for some D, o R with /> C D}, since XJf/XJ+xf is unfaithful. Therefore

XkfD*Dk+x---D,_x CA-'/ = 0.

However, 0 ¥= fDkDk+x ■ ■ ■ D,   , is an ideal of fR, and Sf is right torsion-free over

fR. Therefore Xkf = 0; and so X" = 0 as claimed.    D

Theorem 5.2. Suppose that T is an intermediate extension with RETES and that

I is a prime ideal of S. Then the prime radical of T/I D T is nilpotent of index at most

n.

Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose 7 = 0. Then any nilpotent ideal X of T

satisfies X" = 0, by 5.1. A standard argument shows that the sum of all nilpotent

ideals of T is nilpotent, and coincides with the prime radical of T.    D

Corollary 5.3. If R E T C S is an arbitrary intermediate normalizing extension

then P(T)n C P(S) D T C P(T).

Proof. This follows directly from "lying over" (4.3) and 5.2.    D

There are corresponding results concerning the Jacobson radical.
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Proposition 5.4. Suppose that RETES with S a right primitive normalizing

extension of R. Then T has at most n minimal primes, each of which is right primitive;

andJ(T)" = 0.

Proof. The proof of 4.7 shows that the minimal primes of T are amongst the

primitive ideals Q,,..., Qk, with k ««.Then J(T) = P(T) and so J(T)" = 0 by 5.2.

D

Corollary 5.5. Let R C T E S be an arbitrary intermediate normalizing extension.

Then J(T)n E J(S) D TE J(T).

Comparison of 5.2 and 5.4 suggests that, in the notation of 5.2, 7 n T should have

at most n minimal primes. To show this, we use the "primitivity machine" of [13].

It is shown in [13] that given a ring, K say, there is an overring Kf with the

property that, if P is any prime ideal of K, then Pf = PK* is a primitive ideal of Kf.

Other details required will be quoted as needed; but note that, simultaneously, one

can form R*, T+ and 5f; and the chain R* E Tf E S* gives again an intermediate

normalizing extension, with Sf having n normalizing generators over Rf.

Theorem 5.6. Suppose that T is an intermediate normalizing extension with RET

E S and that I is a prime ideal of S. Then there are at most n primes of T minimal over

I n T.

Proof. Without loss of generality suppose 7 = 0. Using the "primitivity machine",

note that Sf is primitive and so, by 5.4, 7* has no more than n minimal primes.

Let {Qy\y E V) be the primes of T; so HQy = P(T). By [13, 1.4], (lQy = P(T)f

and, of course, each Qy is primitive. Thus P(T)* — C\QyD P(T^). On the other

hand, (P(T))" = 0 and so, by [13, 1.4], (P(T)î)" = 0. Therefore P(Tf E P(Tf) and

soP(r)+ = P(r+).

Now 7t/P(7t) has at most n minimal primes, say Hx,...,Hh; and each is the

annihilator of its complement. Moreover, rt/P(7't) = T*/P(T)f =* (T/P(T)f.

Therefore, by [13, 1.5], 77, D (T/P(T)) = 77/ say, is a prime ideal. And since

D 77, = 0, then D 77/ = 0. Thus 7/P( T ) has at most n minimal primes.    D

This is a convenient point at which to comment on the parallels between the

behaviours of the pairs R, T and T, S. The results of this section show that, even

though 7 n T need not be semiprime (as is the case for J D R ), nevertheless there

are restrictions upon its prime radical. And, in both cases, there are at most n

minimal primes involved. Likewise the results of §4 give parallel results.

What remains unclear at present is the validity of an "incomparability" theorem

for the pair T, S. This could be the statement:

(a) If 7 and 7' are ideals of 5 with 7 C 7' with 7 prime, and if / is a minimal prime

over 7 fl T, then F n T </. J.

It is not difficult, using the earlier results, to see that this is equivalent to each of

the following statements:

(b) If S is prime and 7 is a minimal prime of T then the setting is standard for J

(cf. 4.3).
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(c) If 5 is prime and J is a minimal prime of T then J is not essential in ^7^ (cf.

2.1).

The use of Sf again shows that it would suffice to prove any of these in the case

when 5 is primitive. Also it is perhaps worth noting that when S is prime, the setting

is standard for at least one of the minimal primes of T. (Otherwise one could deduce

that P(7") is both nilpotent and essential in RTR. This would contradict R being

semiprime.)

6. Chain conditions. Suppose that RETES is an intermediate normalizing

extension and that P, J is a linked pair of prime ideals of R and T. In this section we

show that certain chain conditions pass between the two rings R/P and T/J.

Indeed, as noted in 4.9, they also pass between these two rings and the ring S/I,

when 7 is chosen as in 2.2. This notation is fixed henceforth.

Note first that both R/I n R and R/J n R are finite subdirect sums of rings

isomorphic to R/P. So if one of R/I n R, R/J n R, and R/P is right nonsingular,

or right Goldie, or right Noetherian, then so are the other two.

Theorem 6.1. Let T be an arbitrary intermediate normalizing extension of R, and

P, J a linked pair of primes. Then R/P is right nonsingular if and only if T/J is right

nonsingular.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may suppose 7=0. Using the notation of

§2 and 3, it follows that P - Pi for one of the idempotents/ such that J E %(T).

Let Z, denote the inverse image in Ti of the singular ideal of T¡/J¡, where 7, = 0,(7).

By 3.7 and B.15 (Appendix B), fR is nonsingular if and only if Z, = J¡. Thus R/P is

nonsingular if and only if T¡/J¡ is nonsingular, and so the result follows from 2.4

applied to the Morita context above 2.6.    D

Next it is shown that having a finite uniform dimension passes between T/J and

R/P. The second part of the following proof is similar to that of the comparable

result for intermediate subrings of centralizing extensions, due to Stewart [16].

Theorem 6.2. Let T be an arbitrary intermediate normalizing extension of R, and

P, J a linked pair of primes. Then u. dim.(T/J)T < oo if and only ifu. dim.(R/P)R <

co.

Proof. We may assume RETES provides a standard setting for J, and that the

idempotents/ are labelled so that connR(7) = {Px,...,Pk}. Let 70 denote the ideal

of 5 described in §2.

(i) Assume that u. dim.(T/J)T < oo. For each /' with 1 « i «s k, there is, by 3.2 and

3.4, a Morita context

T/J (TT°+J/J)f

f(T°T + J/J) T/J,

By [1, Theorem 2], u.dim.(T,/J,)T = u. dim. f(T°T + J/J)T « u.dim.(T/J)T. Now

B.13 of Appendix B gives u. dim.(/7\/Ä) < oo. Since R/P =fR, (R/P)R has finite

uniform dimension.
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(ii) Now assume u.dim.(R/P)R is finite. It will be shown that u.dim.(T/J)T =

u. dim.(70 n T + J/J)T < u. dim.(70 n T + J/J)R « «3(u. dim.(R/P)R), and

clearly only the last inequality needs proof. From 3.1,

k

/„ n T + J/J E   2® T,j + J/J C T/J.
1.7=1

Setting XiJ = Tjj + J/J, the sum 2®/=, XtJ is a direct sum of (R, R)-bimodules. It is

clearly sufficient to prove that u. dim.( A/)R « n[u. dim.(R/P)R] whenever i, j =£ k.

Note that/A = R/P =fR, as rings, so R/P and fR have the same right uniform

dimension. Inside Q(S), the inclusion T¡j EfSfj — 2"=1/aD/7? leads to an inclu-

sion Tu + J/J ^fSf/Tij DJ of (fR, //?)-bimodules. Denote faj} by xD (1 < v

< n) and set Ttj n J = Y, this being an (fR, fR )-subbimodule of fSfj. With ~

denoting the coset in fSf/Y, choose T = T(i, j), a subset of {1.n) maximal

with respect to the property that F = ?,yerRfxy is a free left 7\/-module with basis

{xy | y E T}. If {ry | y E T} E R and 2y(Erryxy E Ti} n /, then from the definition of

T it follows that ryf = 0 for each y. In particular, F = "2yerRxy = l,yfETRfxy is a

free left /{/-module of rank | T |, and F n 7 = 0.

For 1 < ü < «, set £>,, = {r E R | r/jxc E F + F}, this being an ideal of R since

fxv normalizes R. It follows (from the definition of. T) that P¡ E Dc, so P¡ E D =

D"DV<3R and 7)/S/ CF+7. Since/S/ is a torsion-free normalizing (fR, fjR)-

bimodule, there exists [5, 1.5] D'<¡ R with 7}CZ)' and fSfjD' E DfSfj. Then

(7V + 7/7)7)' C F + Y + J/J s F/F D 7 = F, this being an embedding of

( /R, fR )-bimodules and (R, R )-bimodules. But XiJ is right torsion-free over/7?

(2.11), so A-^/)' is essential in A/ as a right/7?-module. Therefore u. dim.(Ar,/)R =

u.dim.(A*07)')R < u.dim.(FÄ) =\T\u.dim.[R/P]R, the last equality following be-

cause FR is a direct sum of | T | copies of//?.    D

The next result encompasses both a result of Lanski [10] and one of Stewart [16].

Theorem 6.3. 7/F, 7 is a linked pair of prime ideals then R/P is right Goldie if and

only if T/J is right Goldie.

Proof. Since prime right Goldie rings are characterized as prime right nonsingu-

lar rings with finite right uniform dimension, this follows at once from 6.1 and 6.2.

D

In the case where R/P and T/J are right Goldie, Theorem 6.2 can be strengthened

by showing that u. dim.(F/7)r is an integer multiple of u. dim.(R/P)R, thus

providing another instance of the validity of the "additivity principle". First, some

additional notation is required.

Notation 6.4. With R E T E S providing a standard setting for 7, and P, J a

linked pair, suppose connR(7) = {Px,.. -,Pk). Denote by R# the subring 2®/,//? of

Q(S). Via the homomorphism induced by fx-^f, /?* embeds as a subring of

Q(T/J) with the same unity, and so T° + J/J can be regarded as an /?*-bimodule.

Since T° + J/J = 2®/=,(7]7 + J)/J and each Tu + J/J is torsion-free as an

( fR, fjR )-bimodule, from 3.6, T° + J/J is torsion-free as an 7?#-bimodule.
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Next, a preparatory lemma is needed.

Lemma 6.5. In the embedding of R* into Q(T/J), a regular element c of R* is not a

zero-divisor in Q( T/J ).

Proof. Since Q(T/J) is the Martindale quotient ring of T° + J/J, it is sufficient

to show that rt. ann.(r+//J)(c) = It. ann.(r+;/y|(c) = 0. Furthermore, we may

write c = 2fc, with c, a regular element of fR.

Suppose first that t E T° and c(t + J) = 0. By 3.1,

A

(T+J)/J =   2®{TII + J)/J,
'.7=1

so we may write t + J = 2, ,(r,, + 7) with ttj E TtJ. Then c(t + J) = 0 implies

c,i,   E 7 for each / and;'.

Suppose / and; are chosen, and let T = T(i, j), F, and 0 ^ D' </■/? be chosen as

in the proof of 6.2(h). Then Fis an (fR, /R )-bimodule, free as an / A-module, with

an (fR, //^-normalizing basis {xy\y E T). Furthermore, as in 6.2, (TtJ + J/J)D'

C F. For any d in £>', write (f,7 + J)d = 2yryxy with ry E fR. Then ci(tij + J)d =

0 = 2ycfryxy, and since /RF is free, c¡r = 0 for each y. Since c, is regular in fR,

each r = 0: therefore (tt, + J)D' = 0, and since (7/y + 7)/7 is right torsion-free

overfJR,tiJ+J = 0.

Thus t + J = 0 whenever c(t + J) = 0, and so c is right regular in Q(T/J). A

symmetrical argument (including a left-hand version of 6.2) completes the proof.

D

Now comes the "additivity principle".

Theorem 6.6. Assume that P, J is a linked pair of prime with T/J and (equiva-

lently) R/P right Goldie. Then

(i) the embedding of R* into Q(T/J) gives an embedding of Ôc(^*)int0 QAT/J),

where Qc is the classical right quotient ring, and

(ii) u.dim.(T/J)T = z ■ u.dim.(R/P)R where z is an integer divisible by k =

|connR(7)|.

Proof, (i) As usual, a standard setting for J may be assumed, and 70 is the ideal of

S described previously. Then each of 70 D T + J/J, R# + T°/J, and T/J are

orders in QC(T/J). By 6.5, any regular element of /?* remains regular as an element

of R* + T/J, and hence is a unit in QC(T/J), so QC(R*) embeds in QC(T/J).

(ii) It now follows by standard arguments (see [18, Lemma 1 or 9,3.8]) that

u.dim.[T/J]T is a multiple of the composition length of QC(R#), and the latter

equals k (rank(R/P)R).    D

Remarks. (1) This resolves a question left open in [9].

(2) If P, J and 7 are primes of R, T and S, respectively, with 7, 7 forming a

standard pair and P linked to both 7 and 7, then (when R/P, T/J and S /I are right

Goldie) rank(R/P)R divides both rank(F/7)r and rank(S//)s. It need not be true

that rank(F/7) divides rank(5/7). For example, let A be any commutative domain
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with asurjectivehomomorphism0: A -** A with nonzero kernel K. Take 5 = M3(A),

R the subring {diag(a, a, 0(a)) |a E A} and T the subring consisting of all elements

of the form

a    b       0
c    d       0

0    0    8(d)
with a. b, d E A and c E K.

Then taking 7 = 0 (in T) and / = 0 (in 5), it is easily verified that rank(Fr) = 2

and rank(5s) = 3.

Before considering the passage of other chain conditions, and Krull dimension,

between T/J and R/P, a preparatory result is required.

Proposition 6.7. Suppose that 7/ann M is right or left Noetherian, and that MT is

a Noetherian module with k(M) = a. Then MR is Noetherian with k(Mr) = a.

Proof. Suppose by Noeiherian induction that M is a counterexample of minimal

possible Krull dimension and that no proper factor module of MT is also a

counterexample. Any critical submodule of MT will also have this property, so

suppose M is indeed critical. Since F/ann M is Noetherian, M has a prime cyclic

submodule M', with prime annihilator, J say. Again, we may suppose M — M'; and

without loss, we may also suppose the setting to be standard for 7.

Suppose, then, that M = T/K. By 2.9, 0 ^ (70 n F) + K/K E 2® X, C T/K =

M with each A-, either zero or a prime uniform F,-module. Suppose 0 ¥= Y <¡ ( X¡)T;

we will show that ( Xi/Y)R is Noetherian, with k(X¡/Y)r < a.

To see this, say Y - Z/K, with KEZE TTf + K. There is then a well-defined

multiplication Y ■ T C T/K under which

m

F(70n T)EY®   2 Xj

7=1

(since YTU E Y). Now

Ayy-Ue ^x\/[y® ^x\em/[y® 2 a}
\ j^i       '      ' j¥=i       ' V j¥=i

which is a homomorphic image of (M/Y(I0 n F))Ä. By induction, the latter is

Noetherian, with Krull dimension < a, so the same is true of (Xi/Y)R.

Considering A, as an 7?-module, or equivalently as an f R-module, B.13 of

Appendix B shows that u. dim.( A", )R < oo and that any essential submodule ER

contains a nonzero 7/-submodule, so from the preceding paragraph it follows that

(X/E)R is Noetherian and has Krull dimension < a. Therefore, by [4, Lemma 1],

(Xt)R is Noetherian and k(X,)r =£ a. Now both M/M(I0 n T)R and M(I0 (~x T)R

are Noetherian, with Krull dimension < a, so the same is true of MR. This completes

the proof.    D

Theorem 6.8. 7/F, 7 is a linked pair of primes then R/P is right Noetherian with

Krull dimension a if and only if the same is true of T/J.
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Proof. Without loss, suppose the setting is standard for J. Now if R/P is right

Noetherian then so are R (as noted earlier), SR (= 2"a,/?), and (T/J)R. Thus T/J is

right Noetherian. Whereas if F/7 is right Noetherian then so is (T/J)R (by 6.7), and

hence R/J n R and R/P are right Noetherian. The Krull dimension is dealt with

similarly.    D

Another immediate consequence of 6.7 is the following, which is also, however, an

easy consequence of the corresponding result for R, S.

Corollary 6.9. R is right Noetherian or right Artinian if and only if the same is

true of T.

Appendix B. This section concerns a chain R E T E S E M E Q = Q(S) where

R and S are both prime rings, F an intermediate ring, M a normalizing 7?-bimodule

with generators x,,...,xn, and Q, the Martindale ring of right quotients of S, is a

(right and left) torsion-free 7?-bimodule. Moreover, 7 is a prime ideal of F with

7 n R = 0.

The results obtained here are all used in earlier sections for the chain described in

§2, viz. fRET,E S, C fSf C g(5,) = fQ(S)f; and the statements of such "appli-

cations" will be given in that earlier notation. That apart, the notation will remain as

in the first paragraph above.

This appendix is a continuation of Appendix A of [7], the approach taken here

being based on ideas from [9,15, and 16]. Now in Appendix A it was shown that the

embedding RES extends to an embedding of NR (the normal closure of R) into Q.

With 91t denoting {q E Q\qR — Rq), and & the subring of Q generated by 9lt and

R, each H < RQR gives rise to a certain subset H of & (defined in [7]). The relevant

properties are as follows.

Proposition B.l. With 77, K and L denoting subbimodules of RSR, and 91t„

denoting H n9H,

(i) if q E H then qY + Y'q C 77 for some nonzero ideals Y and Y' of R, and if

q E & satisfies YqY'EHforO^Y,Y'<¡R, then q E H;

(ii) 77 = 91t„7?, this being an R-bimodule and an NR-bimodule;

(iii) H is a free right and left N R-module of finite rank, and a finite NR-normalizing

basis may be found in CDTL//. Any maximal R-independent subset o/91t„ comprises such

a basis;

(iv) if HKEL, then HK C L. In particular, f '= <$lTR is a subring of S = 91ts7?

containing 91tÄ7? = NR, and B < F whenever B < F

Proposition B.2. 91t,7? is maximal among ideals I of^jR satisfying ID T — J.

Proof. 7CMC(îso/c/nr= 91t,/? n F, and if x E 91t,/? n F then 0 ¥=

Yx E J (by torsion-freeness of Q, and B.l), so J is essential in R(T n 91ty7?)R. By [6,

2.2], there exists 0 ¥= D <x R with D(T n 91ty7?) C J. Since D <£ J (because 7 n 7?

= 0), it follows that F n 91tr7? C 7, so 7 = F n 91t,/?.

Suppose now that 91t,/? C L < 91t,./? with L il T EJ. Then for x in F ( C 91tr7?)

there exists 0 ¥= Y <¡ R with Yx E T n L E J; hence x E J = 91tr7? and thus

91t,/? = L.    D
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Corollary B.3. 91t,/? is a prime ideal o/91tr7? and 91t,/? n NR = 0.

Proof. That 91t,/? is prime follows from B.2. If x E 911,7? D NR, then there

exists 0 ¥= Y < 7? with Fx C 7 D /? = 0 and since Ä(2R is torsion-free, x = 0.    D

Proposition B.4. IfJEB<T, then B n /? =£ 0.

Proof. Since JEBE T n 91tB7?, 911,7? is a proper subset of 91tfi7? < 91tr7?.

Since 91tr7? is a normalizing extension of A7/?, the "incomparability" theorem [5,

5.10] implies 91tB7? n /V/? =¡¿ 0. If 0 =£ x E 91tß7? n NR, then 0 ^ 7)x C B n /? for

some/XT?.    D

Application B.5. With notation as in 3.7, Ji is maximal among ideals of T¡

meeting fR at zero.

Lemma B.6. Let bx,... ,bv be any NR-basis for 91tr7? whose elements normalize R.

Then there exist nonzero ideals D and F of R for which A = ¿V\Fb, is a subring ( without

1) of T containing TDT.

Proof. Since 91tr7? is a ring, each product bfb. may be written b¡b¡ = 2lk=xp,jkbk

with p,jk E NR. Then FxpiJk C /? (for all i, j, k) for some 0 ¥= Fx < R. Choose

FXj < 7? with bjFXJ = Fxbj (¥= 0), for each ;, and Z < 7? with 0 ¥= Zby E T (using

B.l(i)); and set F = Z n (n°=1F1;). Then it follows {hat Fb,Fb] C 2k=lFbk E T, so

A = 2\Fbi is a ring. Since RNRR is uniform, the (7?, 7?)-bimodule ranks of F, 91tr7?

and A all equal v, so A is essential in RTR. Using the torsion-freeness of RQR and

applying [6, 2.2] (twice) there exist D, D' < 7? with 0 ^ DT E TD' C A, and so

TDT C A.    D

Remark. Suppose that 77, C 772 C ■ ■ ■ C 77„ was a finite chain of subrings (with

or without 1) of 5 with 7?/7,7? C 77,. From B.l, a chain Bx C B2 E ■ ■ ■ E B„ of finite

subsets of 91ts could be chosen with 5, an 7?-normahzing set and an NR-bas\s for 77,.

Minor modifications of the above proof would yield ideals F and D of R with

A, = 2heBFb a ring of 77,, and H,DH, E A,.

The next few results are concerned with a right F-module A" which, when viewed

as a right /?-module, is torsion-free. The notation {bx,.. .,bv), F and D of B.6 will be

retained.

Lemma B.7. Let F < XR and set Yt= {x E XF\xb, E Y} and ß(Y) = H"Y¡. Then

(i) Y,andß(Y)oXFR,

(ii) the map x x-> xbt from XF to X induces an embedding £ ( XF/ F, ) =—> £ ( X/ Y) of

lattices of R-submodules and

(hi) // Y is essential in XR then Y¡ and ß(Y) are essential in XFR.

Proof, (i) is clear and (ii) is easily verified, since ¿>;7? = 7?¿>,..

(hi) Suppose 0 ^ A < AFR. If Ab, = 0 then A C Y¡, while if Ab¡ ¥= 0 then Ab, n Y

¥= 0 and then A Cx Y,. # 0. Therefore Y¡ is essential for each i, and then so is ß(Y).

D

Proposition B.8 (cf. [16, 24]). If YR is essential in XR then Y D H < XT with HR

essential in XR.
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Proof. Since XR is torsion-free, X'E is essential in X'R whenever 0 ¥= E < /? and

X' <i XR. Now consider the chain

ß(Y)D E ß(Y)TDT E ß(Y)A = ß(Y)i 2 F7>,    E Y.

Since ß(Y)DR E ß(Y)R E YR, with each essential in the next, choose

H = ß(Y)(TDT).    D

Lemma B.9. (i) XR contains a submodule YR maximal with respect to ß(Y) = 0.

(ii) For any Y < XR, ß(Y) ¥= 0 if and only if Y contains a nonzero T-submodule of

X.

Proof, (i) This follows by a routine apphcation of Zorn's lemma,

(ii) If ß(Y) =£ 0 then 0 ¥= ß(Y)TDT E Y, as in the previous proof. Conversely, if

0 ^ HT E Y then HFb, E HT E Y for all i, so 0 ^ HF E ß(Y).    D

Proposition B.10. Let Y < XR be maximal with respect to ß(Y) = 0, and suppose

u. dim.( XT) = m < oo. Then

(i) u. dim.( X/Y)R =s m and

(ii) u. dim.(XR) < mv (where v = u. dim. RTR).

Proof, (i) Suppose Y E A,. < XR with 2'X(A¡/Y) a direct sum in X/Y. For each /',

ß(A,) ¥= 0 and A, contains 0 ^ (B,)T, by B.9. If t > m, then

/ L      \
^0B = BjH

\S1    /
IB,
= i

¡*7

for some;', and B E Aj n (2,^.4,) = y, so /?(5) = 0, contradicting B.9. Therefore

t < m, proving (i).

(ii) Since 0 = /8(F)= (1,7,-, AFR embeds in LiftAF/y,). But, by B.7(ii),

u.dim.(XF/Y¡)R < u.dim.(X/Y)R and so u.dim.(XFR) < me. But XF is essential

in A"Ä (by the torsion-freeness of XR), and so u. dim.( A^) < mv.    □

Corollary B.l 1. (i) If XT is uniform then u. dim.(XR) < u. dim.(RTR) < «;

(ii) If XT is simple then XR is semisimple with composition length at most n;

(hi) if(T/J)T has finite uniform dimension, so do (T/J)R and RR; and

(iv) if T/J is prime right Goldie then R is prime right Goldie.

Proof, (i) This is simply B. 10(h) for m — 1.

(ii) Suppose XT is simple. With notation as in B.10, if 0 ¥= A/Y < X/Y then

ß(A) ¥= 0 and then (using B.9) A = X: therefore (X/Y)R is simple and so by B.7,

each (XF/Y¡)R is simple or zero. Therefore AFis semisimple of finite length. But AF

is essential in A^, so it follows (from B.8) in this case that AF = A*.

(hi) This follows immediately from B.10(ii), with XT = (T/J)T. To verify that

(T/J)R is torsion-free, note that if t E T and 0 7*= 7J>< 7? with tD E J, then (since

RTR is torsion-free) TD' C DT for some nonzero ideal D' of 7?, by [6, 2.2]. Then

tTD' E J, with D' <£ J, and soie/.
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(iv) This follows from (in) and the fact that 7? inherits a.c.c. on right annihilators

from T/J.    D

Application B.12. With notation as in 4.6, each A, is semisimple with composi-

tion length at most n.

Application B.13. With notation as in 6.2 and 6.7,

(i) the uniform dimension of A",, as an/7?-module, is at most n;

(ii) any essential R: submodule of A, contains a nonzero 7]-submodule;

(hi) if 7///, has finite right uniform dimension, then so does/7?;

(iv) if Tj/Jj is prime right Goldie, then so too is/7?.

The proof of the next result is an adaptation of that of [16, 3.2].

Theorem B.14. With Z the inverse image in T of the right singular ideal of T/J, and

Z(R) the (right) singular ideal of R, then Z n 7? = Z(R).

Proof. r(M/J)r is a normalizing (/?, 7?)-bimodule generated by the cosets

x¡ = x¡ + J. Let T be a subset of {l,...,n} maximal with respect to the property

that 2yer7?3cy is a free left 7?-module with (xy \ y E T} as basis. Then, as in [16, 2.1],

it follows that

(i) RF = 2yerRxy is free,

(ii) if {ry | y C T} ER with 2ryxy E J then each ry = 0,

(hi) DM E F + J for some 0 ¥= D <x R, and

(iv) F n 7 = 0.

Since RMR is torsion-free, there exists 0 ¥= D' < /? with TD' E DT.

Suppose first that r E Z(R), and suppose 0 ¥= (K/J)<xn T/J. Then KD'T E

TD'T EDT E F + J, but KD'T £ J (since 7 n R = 0 and K ¿ J) so every element

of KD'T may be written y — 2yeTryxy + w with r ER, w E J. Choosing an

element y not in J for which, in such a representation, {y\rr = 0} is as large as

possible, it follows (for details, see [16]), that y E KD'T ~ J but rr = 0 for each y,

so ry E J. It now follows that r E Z.

Conversely, suppose r E R n Z and let 0 ¥= K < rt R. Then KDT E KF + J but

KDT (¿ 7 (otherwise KD C 7 n 7? = 0). Since r E Z there exists an element y in

KDT-J with ry E J. Writing y = 2ykyxy + w (ky E K, w E J), r(y - w) E

F n 7 = 0 so rky = 0 for each y. Since y E J, ky =£ 0 for some y (by the definition

of T) and so K n rt. ann.R(r) ¥= 0. This shows r E Z(R).    D

Application B.15. With the notation of 6.1, Z, Cx fR - Z(fR), the right singu-

lar ideal of fR.
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